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INTRODUCTION 
Let S = k[x, ,..., x,] be a polynomial ring over a field and let 
A4 = @,*-a, M, be a finitely generated graded module; in the most 
interesting case A4 is an ideal of S. For a given natural number p, there is a 
great interest in the question: Can M be generated by (homogeneous) 
elements of degree <p? No simple answer, say in terms of the local 
cohomology of M, is known; but somewhat surprisingly the stronger 
question: Can the jth syzygy of M be generated by elements of degree Qp + j 
for all j = 0, l,..., n? does admit a simple response. The following is neither 
new nor difficult to prove, though it seems not well known: 
PROPOSITION. With the notation above, the following are equivalent: 
(a) The jth syzygy of M is generated by elements of degree Qp + j for 
all j = 0, l,... . 
(b) M is p-regular in the sense that the local cohomology Hi(M) 
vanishes in degree >p -j for j = 0, l,... . 
(c) The “truncation” M>, = OvaP = &>rM, of M at degree p 
admits a linear free resolution: that is, M,, is generated by forms of degree 
p, and all the elements of the matrices of the maps in the minimal free 
resolutton of M>, are linear forms. 
(See Section 1 for a proof and comments on the origins of this result.) 
* We are grateful to the NSF for partial support during the preparation of this work. We 
also enjoyed the hospitality of the SFB “Theoretische Mathematik” in Bonn during our initial 
work on the appendix. 
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One of the two thrusts of this paper is to study modules which, like M,, 
in part (c) above, admit linear resolutions, and in particular study the 
homogeneous factor-rings R = S/I of S, above, such that I is generated by 
forms of a given degree p and such that I admits a linear free resolution; we 
will call such homogeneous rings R “p-linear.” (For other approaches to the 
study of linear resolutions, see Herzog, Simis, and Vasconcelos [ 16, 
Sect. 131, where a connection is made with d-sequences, proper sequences, 
and relative regular sequences, as well as the related work of Steurich [23].) 
We write A for the maximal homogeneous ideal (X, ,..., X,) of S. If J is 
any ideal, then, for large p, the above proposition says that 
.I>, = Jn (X, )...) XJp admits a linear resolution. (So, for example, every 
projective scheme is defined by such an ideal!) But there is also another, 
more special, source of interesting examples. It is known that if R = S/I is 
either Cohen-Macaulay, or geometrically integral (that is, I is prime and k is 
algebraically closed in R/I), then there is an inequality connecting the 
multiplicity or degree 6(R) of R (the degree of the corresponding projective 
scheme) and the codimension codim R = dim, R, - dim R (or simply 
n - dim R if I contains no linear forms): 
6(R) > 1 + codim R. 
The case of equality (“minimal” degree or multiplicity, or “maximal” 
codimension) is very special; in this case R is automatically 
Cohen-Macaulay (even if the original hypothesis was “geometrically 
integral”), I is generated by forms of degree <2, and, assuming for 
simplicity that I contains no linear forms, I has a linear free resolution. This 
paper originated in, and has as its second thrust, an attempt o understand 
these phenomena and some related ones (Goto [ 1 l]), and to extend this 
understanding to the non-Cohen-Macaulay case. 
The contents of the paper are as follows: In Section 1 we examine linear 
free resolutions in general, and characterize homogeneous rings with p-linear 
resolutions, and modules with linear resolution, both cohomologically in 
terms of “regularity” and by the behavior of the factor-ring or module, 
obtained from reduction modulo a general linear form in S. The charac- 
terization in terms of local cohomology was certainly known to Mumford 
and others (it is implicit, for example, in Mumford [20]) and part of it was 
used by Wahl [24], who credits Mumford, but seems not to have appeared 
explicitly in its full strength in the literature. We then deduce a number of the 
obvious numerical invariants of rings with p-linear resolution: the Hilbert 
function, Tor-series, and betti numbers. This extends work of Sally [21], 
Schenzel [22], Steurich [23], and others, who worked mostly in the 
Cohen-Macaulay case. We also explain a part of the relationship between p- 
linear rings and extremal Buchsbaum rings. 
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In an Appendix to Section 1, we show how to construct explicitly the 
“linear part” of the resolution of any module M from a knowledge of the two 
lowest degree parts of M and the linear transformations between them 
induced by multiplication by linear forms. This generalizes the ideas of 
Buchsbaum and Eisenbud [5] and Eisenbud, Riemenschneider, Schreyer [7] 
to this general, not necessarily Cohen-Macaulay, case. The technique has 
already been applied, as well, in the work of Akin, Buchsbaum, and Weyman 
[II* 
In Section 2 we turn to the question of bounds on the multiplicity 6 of a 
homogeneous ring R = S/Z, in terms of the (embedding) codimension and 
local cohomology of R. The relations we get generalize the relation 
62 1 +codimR 
that holds in the Cohen-Macaulay case, and are essentially this relation plus 
“correction” terms coming from the cohomology. It is known that the 
relation above holds for graded domains over an algebraically closed field, 
and it seems very interesting to ask whether the correction terms that we 
introduce, at least the subtler ones of Theorem 2.1, vanish for the 
homogeneous coordinate rings of projective varieties. This is true at least for 
smooth varieties in characteristic 0 (even for the coarse version of the 
correction terms), by the Kodaira vanishing theorem. We deduce the results 
from a result which, roughly speaking, bounds the number of generators of a 
graded module in terms of its rank and local cohomology. 
We say of a ring which achieves equality in our (coarse) estimate for the 
multiplicity, that it has minimal multiplicity; of a module which achieves the 
upper bound on the number of generators we say that it is top heavy. In 
Section 3 we study these two notions. We are able to characterize the rings 
of minimal multiplicity cohomologically, and we show that they always have 
2-linear resolutions, generalizing the Cohen-Macaulay case. We also classify 
completely the top-heavy modules; modulo their Artinian parts, they are just 
direct sums of certain shifts of syzygies of the residue class field. More 
generally, we give a condition for a module to be determined by certain of its 
local cohomology modules. 
In Section 4, we examine domains with 2-linear resolutions. We show 
among other things that if R = S/Z is such a domain, or, more generally, if R 
is a homogeneous domain of dimension d and if there are parameters 
x1 ,..., x,, E R such that Ji c (x i ,..., x,,) R, then the integral closure of R is 
obtained by extending the groundtield only, and is Cohen-Macaulay with 2- 
linear resolution (and minimal multiplicity, therefore). This generalizes 
certain features of the classification theorem of Castelnuovo-Bertini of 
homogeneous domains R over an algebraically closed field with multiplicity 
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6 < 1 + codim R. (We review this theorem in a somewhat generalized form 
due to Xambo [25].) 
We have already mentioned that large truncations of any module have 
linear resolutions. For a homogeneous ring R = S/I, this amounts to saying 
that for all large p, the ring 
R’ = S/(I~-LH~) 
has p-linear resolution. Of course Z nAP is never prime for large p, so it 
seems particularly interesting to ask about domains with p-linear resolution. 
Section 5 presents two (overlapping) contexts in which these appear. In part 
(a) the curves in P3 whose homogeneous coordinate rings have p-linear 
resolutions are described as curves of certain degrees and genera satisfying 
the “maximal rank” condition, conjecturally satisfied by all “sufficiently 
general” curves. The simplest (reduced and irreducible) non- 
Cohen-Macaulay example is that of a smooth elliptic quintic; the 
homogeneous coordinate ring of any such curve has 3-linear resolution 
O+S(-5)+SS(-4)+S5(--3)+S+R*0 
(since R is codimension 2, not 3, it is not Gorenstein). 
In part (b) of the section we give a construction based on the “Bertini” 
Theorem of Kleiman [ 181 (or, in some cases, “Bourbaki’s Theorem”) to 
construct examples tarting with S-modules that are the exterior powers of 
the S-module associated to the tangent bundle on Ip”-’ (the syzygies of the 
residue class field). 
Perhaps the most interesting open problem concerning linear resolutions is 
concerned with finding sharp bounds on the Castelnuovo regularity of “nice” 
modules or ideals (sharp bounds are known for arbitrary modules and ideals; 
see the forthcoming thesis of Bayer [3] for details). For example, consider a 
prime ideal i of S = k[X, ,..., X,]. For simplicity we may suppose Z cJ2. 
What is the smallest p for which lndp has a linear resolution? If Z is the 
homogeneous ideal of a reduced irreducible curue of degree 6, then Gruson, 
Lazarsfeld, and Peskin [ 121 have recently shown that p < 6 - n + 3, 
improving the result of Castelnuovo that p < 6 - 1 for smooth curves. (By 
contrast, the bound for the homogeneous ideal of a l-dimensional subscheme 
has the form 
6 
P< 2 +1--P,, ( ) 
where pa is the arithmetic genus.) In the light of this and some further 
examples, it seems natural to guess: 
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Conjecture. If I is a prime ideal of S and R/I has multiplicity 6, then 
p<6-codimR +2. 
We are grateful to many mathematicians for discussions of the material in 
this paper; in particular remarks of J. Herzog, J. Harris, R. Hartshorne, S. 
Kleiman, A. P. Rao, and M. Steurich appear implicitly or explicitly below. 
0. PRELIMINARIES 
We collect here a number of more or less standard definitions, results, and 
notations. The experienced reader is advised to skip this section. References 
for many of the unproved assertions can be found in the book of Altman and 
Kleiman [2], the section on local cohomology in Herzog and Kunz [ 151 and 
the notes of Eisenbud [6]. 
A homogeneous ring over (a field) k is a graded ring R = R, 0 R , @ . . ., 
with R, = k, generated by R, as a k-algebra. We write A for the maximal 
ideal R , @ R z @ . . . of R, and note that, with respect o the theory of graded 
modules, R behaves as though it were local. 
Now let R be a homogeneous ring over k and let M and N be graded R- 
modules. 
If p is an integer, then we write MP for the pth graded component of M, so 
that M = @‘?, M,. If q is an integer, we write M(q) for the qth shift of M, 
defined by the formula 
M(q), =Mp+q. 
We say that M is free if Mg Oi R(q,) for suitable qi. When we write 
isomorphisms and exact sequences of graded modules, we will always 
arrange that the maps are graded of degree 0. However, we write Hom(M, N) 
for the set of homogeneous maps of all degrees; it is again a graded module, 
graded by degrees of maps. Since graded free resolutions exist, this 
construction extends to a grading on the modules Exti(M, N). Similar 
remarks hold for @ and Tor. 
Now suppose M is finitely generated. 
If V is a k-vectorspace, we will write ] VI for dim, V. For p % 0 the Hilbert 
function IMP 1 is a polynomial in p. The degree of this polynomial, increased 
by I, is dim M, the (Krull-) dimension of M. The degree (or multiplicity) of 
M is by definition (dim M)! times the leading coefficient of this polynomial. 
If 
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is a minimal (graded) free resolution of M, then we write Syz,M for 
Coker (Fq + i+‘q+lFq), the qth syzygy of M. We write M*=Hom(M,R) for 
the graded dual of M and Tr M = Coker(F$ -+@T F:), the transpose of M in 
the sense of Auslander. 
By the depth of M we will mean the length of a maximal M-regular 
sequence in J. 
The local cohomology modules HgM) are naturally graded modules; we 
set 
h4AW, = wqAwpI. 
If R = k[X, ,..., X,,] is the polynomial ring in n variables, with degree Xi = 1, 
then R satisfies “local duality” in the graded form 
Exti(M, R(-n)) g Hom,(H,>q(M), k). 
If ti denotes the sheaf associated to M on the scheme X= Proj R, then we 
have an exact sequence 
and isomorphisms 
WAil4) z gi w- ‘(X, f@(p)) for q > 2. 
-co 
Finally, if x = x, ,..., x, is a sequence of homogeneous elements of R, then 
the Koszul complex lK(x) is naturally graded: if deg xi =pi then IK(x) has the 
form 
lK(x): .-. -+ @ R(-pi-pj)-‘@R(-p,)+R. 
i<j i 
We write IK(x,M) for Hom,(lK(x), M). We denote the homology by 
Hq(x, M), and we write h9(x,M), for IH9(x, M&,(. Thus H9(x, M) is the 
homology at the indicated point, of a complex of the form 
O-+M-+@M(p,)-r *** -? @ 
i,<...<i, 
M(p,, + *** +pi,)+ 0.e. 
I 
qth step 
There is a spectral sequence, derived for example from the double complex 
underlying an injective resolution of the complex IK(x, M), of the form 
t&(x, W(M)) =s- EP+ 9(x, M). 
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1. RINGS AND MODULES WITH LINEAR RESOLUTION 
Let S = k[x, ,..., x,J be a homogeneous polynomial ring, with k a field, 
and let it4 be a finitely generated graded S-module. We will say that M has 
p-linear resolution (over S) if the minimal graded free resolution of A4 has 
the form 
. . . + sy-p - 2) -+ Sfif(-p - 1) + sy-p) + A4 -+ 0 
for suitable integers pi; that is, A4 has p-linear resolution if M, = 0 for r <p, 
M is generated by M,, and M has a resolution where all the maps are 
represented by matrices of linear forms. 
It turns out that M,, always has p-linear resolution if p is large enough: 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let A4 be a finitely generated graded S = k[x, ,..., x,,]- 
module. The module Ma, has p-linear resolution if and only if 
p > max(t / Torg(M, k)l+4 # 0 for some q}. 
ProoJ: By definition, Ma,, has p-linear resolution if and only if 
Tor,(Ma,, k), = H,(IK(x, ,..., -4 0 Ma,>, = 0 
for r/p+q. 
From the graded structure it is clear that for r <p + q, 
while for r > p + q 
H,(IK(x, ,,..., X”) 0 M,,), = 0, 
Hq(IW ,...,, xn> 0 M>&r = &(W, ,..., xn> 0 Ml, 
= Tor’#4, k), , 
and the desired result follows. 
In view of this simple result there is great interest in knowing the smallest 
p for which a module M>,, has a p-linear resolution. 
It turns out that the condition for M,, to have ap-linear resolution can be 
conveniently stated as a cohomological condition called p-regularity which 
was first used by Castelnuovo in the study of space curves. This connection 
was remarked by Mumford, and is used, for example in the paper of Wahl 
[24]. The condition, adapted from the case of coherent sheaves on P”- ‘, is 
DEFINITION. M is p-regular if, for all q, 
q&4), = 0 for r=p-q+ 1 
and E&(M), = 0 for all r >p + 1. 
4Rl/R8!1 7 
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In the case of greatest interest to us, A4 is an ideal I contained in A*; 
abusing the terminology, we say that R = S/I hasp-linear resolution if I has, 
and that R is p-regular if I is. This notion really depends only on R, since S 
is simply the polynomial ring generated by R,. Since H%(S), = 0 unless 
q = n and r < -n, the long exact sequence coming from the short exact 
sequence 0 --t I -+ S + R + 0 shows that: R is p-regular if and only if 
H$(R)p-q = 0 for all q. 
It is well known, and follows easily from the exact sequence associated to 
a non-zerodivisor on M/H>(M) (or R/H”JR)) that p-regularity implies p’- 
regularity for all p’ >p; that is, in the case of a factor ring, R = S/Z, for 
example, that if R is p-regular, then 
HgR),=O 
for all r >p - q. 
The fundamental connection between regularity and p-linearity is: 
THEOREM 1.2. Let S = k[x ,,..., xn]. 
(1) If M is a jkitely generated S-module, then M,, has p-linear 
resolution if and only if M is p-regular. 
(2) Zf R =S/I is a factor ring of S, then R ’ = S/(Z f7MP) has p- 
linear resolution if and only if R is p-regular. In particular, R has p-linear 
resolution if and only if R is p-regular and I c A’. 
ProoJ In’view of the definitions and the fact that I f-MP = I,,, part (2) 
follows at once from part (1). 
To prove part (l), we may suppose that p = 0 and M = M.+,. Suppose, 
first, that M has a linear resolution of the form: 
Since 
F: . . . 44~(-2)+s~~(-1)4~@44+0. 
Ext#4, S) = H’(Hom,(lF, S)), 
we see at once that Ext$l4, S), = 0 for t < -i. By duality, 
Exti(M, S(-n))’ = H>t(M), 
whence, setting q = n - i 
HIM), = 0 for r>p-q, 
as required. 
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Next, suppose that M is O-regular. Since the residue class field k has the 
Koszul complex lK(x i,..., x,J as a linear resolution, the following observation 
allows us to reduce to the case HgM) = 0: 
LEMMA 1.3. If M is a graded S-module such that M, = 0 for r < 0 and 
HgM), = 0 for r > 0, then PAM) is a direct summand of M and is a 
direct sum of copies of k, all in degree 0. 
Proof If MA is a vectorspace complement for H$(M), in M,, and M’ is 
the submodule M’ = ML + M, + M, + V-e c it4, then it4 = H%M) @ M’. The 
rest is immediate. 
We may now assume that H%M) = 0, so that M has positive depth. Since 
we may harmlessly assume that k is infinite, we may suppose that some 
x E S, is a non-zerodivisor on M. From the cohomology exact sequence 
associated to 
we see that M/xh4 is O-regular, so by induction on the dimension of M, we 
may suppose that M/xjU has linear resolution as an S/xS-module. But if F is 
the minimal free resolution of M over S, then F @ S/xS is the minimal free 
resolution of M/xM over S/xS, so the result follows. 
Remarks. Familiar examples of modules with linear resolution are the 
syzygies of a polynomial ring modulo a power of its homogeneous maximal 
ideal. Others related to determinantal ideals can be found in Buchsbaum and 
Eisenbud [4] and Akin, Buchsbaum, and Weyman [ 11. 
We see that if M is a module over k[x, ,.,., xn], and M, = 0 for r < 0, then 
the trivial extension k[X, ,..., X,] cc M(-1) has 2-linear resolution (as a ring) 
if and only if A4 has linear resolution. Further, if R has p-linear resolution 
over S, then S cc R(- 1) has p + l-linear resolution. This gives a first family 
of examples of rings with p-linear resolutions. Further examples will be 
considered later. 
The next result allows one to do inductive arguments on rings and 
modules with linear resolutions by factoring out general inear forms, almost 
as if everything were Cohen-Macaulay. It was partly inspired by the 
criterion for linear resolutions of Herzog, Simis, and Vasconcelos [ 161 (see 
the remark at the end of this section). 
THEOREM 1.4. Let S = k[x, ,..., x,]. 
(a) Zf M is a finitely generated graded S-module, and x E S, is a non- 
zerodivisor on M/H,‘,(M), then M has linear resolution if and only ifM/xM 
has a linear resolution and (0:,x) c MO. In this case, if F is the minimal 
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free resolution of A4 over S and G is the minimal free resolution of M over 
S/x!% and ifyl ,..., y,-, generate (S/x?&, then 
F @ S/xSzG @ (IK(y,,...,y,_,;S)(- l)[-l])hPXo’). 
(Here the [- l] indicates that the Koszul complex is shifted to the left.) 
(b) If R is a factor-ring of S with R, = S,, and x E R, is a non- 
zerodivisor on R/H>(R), then R has p-linear resolution if and only tfR/xR 
has p-linear resolution and (0:, x) E R,-, . 
In this case, if F is a minimal free resolution of R as an S-module, G is a 
minimal free resolution of R/xR as an S/xS-module, and y, ,..., y,-, generate 
(S/xS), , then 
IF @ S/XSE G@ (IK(y,,..., y,-I)(-p)[-l])‘ho-“‘R”p-l. 
Note. If M= H,>(M) or R = H>(R), the condition “x is a non- 
zerodivisor on M/H,>(M)” or “on R/H>(R)” is to be interpreted as 
“x # 0.” The proof simplifies somewhat in this case. 
Proof: (a) If M has linear resolution, the result is immediate from 
Lemma 1.3. If M/xM has linear resolution, then at least M, = 0 for r < 0. 
Further, the hypothesis (0:,x) c 44, implies (0:, x) = H>(M), and thus, as 
in Lemma 1.3, M = M’ 0 H>(M), with x a non-zerodivisor on M’. Again, 
the result is immediate. 
(b) First, suppose that R has p-linear resolution, and write R = S/I, so 
that R/xR = (S/xS)/(l/xS I? I). Of course Z(p) is an S-module with linear 
resolution, so (Z/x1)(p) is an S/xS-module with linear resolution. 
We will show that 
(0:, x) = (Ho,(R)),- 1 g (xS n Z/xl)(l). (*I 
In view of the exact sequence 
0 + (xS n 1)/x1 + I/XI -+ z/(xS n I) + 0 
this will imply that 
(xS n Q/xl = H,‘AZ/xZ). 
Of course if F’ is the minimal free resolution of 1, then iF’ 0 S/xS is the 
minimal S/x - free resolution of I/xF, applying Lemma 1.3, we will be done. 
To establish (*), note first that 
(xS n 1)/x1 = Torf(S/xS, R). 
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From the exact sequence 0 -+ H$(R) + R + R/HOn(R) -+ 0 we get 
TorS(S/xS, R) z Tors(S/xS, H>(R)), 
and from O-+S(- l)+xS+S/xS-+O we get 
Torf(S/xS, e>(R)) z (O:H~(R)x)(-l). 
Since (H,>(R)), = 0 for r > p - 1 and (H>(R)), c R, = S, for r <p - 1 we 
see that (O:,O,(~) x) = (H,>(R)),-, , and the proof is complete. 
Next suppose that R/xR has p-linear resolution (necessarily as a factor 
ring of S/xS) and that (0:, x) c R,-, . Using the above identification, we see 
that (xS f’? Z)/xZ = H,‘AZ/xZ), and is concentrated in degree p, so that 
(Z/xZ)(p) has linear resolution. Since x is a non-zerodivisor on Z, this implies 
that Z(p) has linear resolution, so R has p-linear resolution as required. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let R be a homogeneous ring of dimension d with p- 
linear resolution over an infinite field k. Zf x , ,..., xd E R, is a general system 
of parameters, and x, ,..., xd, y, ,..., y, is a vectorspace basis of R,, then 
RIG, ,..., xc,) = WY, s-, y,ll(y, r-.,YcY. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.3, R/(x,,...,x,) has p-linear resolution. By 
Theorem 1.1, 
(R/(x, v..., x,)>, = f-&@/(x, ,..., x,>>, = 0 for rap. 
On the other hand, we may write R/(x, ,..., xd) = k[ y, ,..., y,]/.Z for some ideal 
J G (Y, T-.-Y ~)~, so J= (y, ,..., yc)P as required. 
We digress for a moment o point out that p-regularity is alone enough to 
guarantee part of this. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let R be a homogeneous ring of dimension d over an 
infinite field, and let x, ,..., xd E R , be a general system of parameters. Zf R is 
p-regular, then Ap G (x1 ,..., xd) R. 
Proof One sees immediately that R/H:AR), and thus R/(HyAR), x, R), 
are p-regular with R. It follows from the exact sequence 
that R/x,R is also p-regular with R. Induction on dim R now finishes the 
argument. 
From Corollary 1.5 we see that Cohen-Macaulay rings with p-linear 
resolutions are just liftings of k[ yi ,..., y,]/( y, ,..., yc)p modulo regular 
sequences (of course this can be proved directly quite easily!). Such 
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Cohen-Macaulay rings have been rather extensively studied, see, for 
example, Wahl [24] and Sally [21] for the case p = 2, Schenzel [22] and 
Eisenbud, Riemenschneider, and Schreyer [7], where a universal family of 
resolutions is made explicit, for the general case. In particular, the following 
results are rather easy: 
PROPOSITION 1.7. If R is a homogeneous Cohen-Macaulay ring with p- 
linear resolution over the polynomial ring S, and if R has dimension d and 
codimension c (= 1 R ,I - d), then: 
(a) The Hilbert function of R is 
K,d,p(n) := JR, I = 
for n Cp 
c+d+p-z-i 
P-1 
for nap. 
(b) In particular, the multiplicity of R is (“f-l ). 
(c) The Betti numbers of R as an S-module-that is, the ranks of the 
free modules in a minimal free resolution of R-are given by 
(d) In particular, if we write R = S/I, then the number of generators 
ofIi~p,(R)=(~~P;~). 
Using Theorem 1.4 and Corollary 1.5 we can compare these formulae 
with corresponding formulae for rings with p-linear resolutions. The 
difference is conveniently expressed in terms of the following invariants. If R 
is defined over an infinite field k, we choose elements xi E R 1 (i = l,..., d - 1) 
such that xi+, is a non-zerodivisor on 
(R/(x, ,.‘., Xi))/H%R/(xl v**y xi>), 
and we set 
s,(R) := (x 1,***, 
xi- 1): xi 
(x l,‘**, xi- 1 1 
(i = O,..., (dim R) - 1). 
If R is defined over a finite field k, and if K is an infinite extension of k, we 
set s,(R) := s,(R &K); this is independent of K. 
If R has p-linear resolution, we can compute the s,(R) differently: 
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COROLLARY 1.8. If R is a homogeneous ring with p-linear resolution 
over an infinite Jeld, and xi E R, are elements such that xi+, is a non- 
zerodivisor on (R/(x, ,..., xi))/Ho(R/xl ,..., xi), then 
(x 1 ,***, 
(x 
xi): xi+ l = HOAR/(x, ,..., x~))~- 1 
1 9>.**2 xi) 
= socle R/(x, ,..., xi). 
Proof. By Theorem 1.3 it suffices to treat the case i = 0, and then the 
result is easy. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. If R is a homogeneous ring with p-linear resolution 
over the polynomial ring S = k[x,,...,~~+~], and if R has dimension d, 
codimension c, and s,(R) = s,., then: 
(a) The Hilbert function of R is 
H,(n)=:]R,]=H,,,,(n)-‘f’si( n-T+i). 
0 
(b) In particular the multiplicity of R is 
(c+p,- 1) -Sd-,. 
(c) The Betti numbers of R are given by 
P,(R) =Pq(c,~) + 2 si ;;: (“,i’; l)* 
(d) In particular, ifR = S/I, then the minimal number of generators of 
I is 
P,(R)= (“y; ‘) + s; si. 
(e) R is a Golod ring and the 2-variable Poincare’ series 
P,&, t) := c 1 TorfJk, k), ] smt” 
is given by 
(1 + st)c+d 
PR(S~ t)= 1 -Ci>lpi(R)si+ltP+i-i ’ 
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Proof. Extending k if necessary, we may assume it is infinite, and we 
may then choose an element x E R, which is a non-zerodivisor on R/H’,(R). 
By Theorem 1.3, we have (0: x) c R,- r, and we get an exact sequence 
0+(0:x)(-l)+R(-l)+R+R/xR-rO. 
Since R/xR has p-linear resolution, we may do induction; parts (a) and (b) 
of the proposition reduce to standard identities on binomial coefftcients, and 
parts (c) and (d) follow from the explicit information on the resolution in 
Theorem 1.3. 
For part (e), note that the second statement follows from the first by 
standard techniques; essentially, if R is Golod, the Tor$(k, k), is, as a 
doubly graded vectorspace, the tensor algebra on the doubly graded 
vectorspace H, + 1(x, ,..., xc+ d ; R), ; see for example the book of Gulliksen 
and Levin [ 131. To establish that R is Golod, we must prove that the Massey 
products on 
are 0. But, having shown inductively that Massey products of orders <m - 1 
are 0, a Massey product of order m > 2 will be a map of the form 
‘$1 6 H&i R),i+ H~z,i,+,-,(x; Wzri, 
i=l 
where qi > 1. Since q > 0, H,(x; R), can only be nonzero if r = q + p - 1. 
We see that if the source of 4 is nonzero, then the target has the form 
and since m(p- l)#(m-2)fp- 1 for p>2, m>2, we see that the 
target is 0. 
Remark. A more general, and perhaps more elegant, but less directly 
applicable version of some of the above results may be given as follows (we 
leave the proofs to the reader): 
Let M be a graded S-module with linear free resolution. Set 
U,(M) = dim, H’f’JM), 
and, for x1 ,..., x, a sufficiently general sequence of linear forms, and i > 1, 
U,(M) = dim, H’)&f/(x, ,..., xi) M) - dim, H$(M/(x, ,..., xi-I> M). 
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Then the Betti numbers pi of M are related to the Ui = U,(M) by a Pascal 
diagram 
(that is, each element in the interior of the diagram is the sum of the two 
elements above it.) 
Further, we may write the Hilbert function of M as 
(Here (z) is to be interpreted as 0 if a < b; further (g ) = 1 for every a, and 
( y1 ) = 1 for a = - 1, and 0 otherwise.) 
COROLLARY 1.10. Let S = k[X ,,..., X,] and let R = S/I be a 
homogeneous factor ring with p-linear resolution of the form: 
o++-p-u+ 1)2 . . . &I(-l)*S+R+O. 
1140 
s 
If height I > 2, then 
p= 1 +c (-ly’jp,. 
Proo$ A combinatorial deduction from Proposition 1.9 is left to the 
interested reader. We indicate a different approach: Set ri = rank Qi, and let 
di be the degree of the ri X ri minors of #i, SO that d, =p, and di = ri for 
i > 1. From the “first Structure Theorem” of Buchsbaum and Eisenbud [4] it 
follows at once that CyY 1 (- 1)’ di = 0, or 
p=- 2 (-l)‘ri. 
i=2 
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On the other hand, 
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ri= C (-l)j-ipj 
j>i 
substituting this into the expression above, and simplifying, we get the 
desired result. 
COROLLARY 1.11. If S = k[x, ,..., x,,] is a polynomial ring and if R = S/I 
is a homogeneous ring of codimension c with p-linear resolution, then the 
following are equivalent: 
(a) R is Cohen-Macaulay; 
(b) The minimal number of generators of I is < (‘r!; ’ ); 
(cl P,(R)<P,(c,p) for SOme 4<c + 1; 
(d) sd-1 = 0; 
(e) The multiplicity of R is > (‘+z-’ ). 
If these conditions are satisfied, then all the inequalities are equalities. 
Proof. (a)+ (b) from Proposition 1.7. 
(b) * (c) from Proposition 1.8, parts (c) and (d). 
(c) =X (d) from Proposition 1.8, part (c). 
(d) Z- (e) from Proposition 1.8, part (b). 
(e) Z- (a) Assuming, as we may, that k is infinite, and choosing a 
general system of parameters x1 ,..., xd E R,, we have [R/(x, ,..., xd)l = 
( ‘+z-l) by Corollary 1.4. Since, quite generally, mult(R) < IR/(x, ,..., xd)l, 
with equality only if R is Cohen-Macaulay, we see that (e) Z- (a). 
In the Cohen-Macaulay case all the inequalities become equalities by 
Proposition 1.8. 
Remark. In the 2-linear case it is obvious that the natural map socle R -+ 
socle R/xR (for general x E R,) is an inclusion, so we have 
sO<s, < “* <sd-,, and it is clear that s&i = 0 implies si = 0 for all i, as 
required by the corollary. In general, however, the si may even be strictly 
decreasing: for example, iff is a form of degreep -k in S = k[x, ,..., x,] and 
I = (Xl )...) xJkf, then R = S/I has p-linear resolution, and 
n-i+k-1 
si = 
k-l 
for i = O,..., d-l=n-2. 
It is also possible to bound the Betti numbers of R from above, by using 
Proposition 1.8, part (d) and the following generalization of it: 
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PROPOSITION 1.12. If R is a homogeneous ring with p-linear resolutions 
and lRlj = n, then 
Proof: Write R = S/Z with S = k[X, ,..., Xn]. The proposition follows by 
applying the following lemma to the inclusion I -+ (X, ,..., XJ’. 
LEMMA 1.13. If M’ c M are two S-modules with linear resolutions, then 
M/M’ also has a linear resolution and 
Pi(M) =Bi(M’) + Pi(M/M’>* 
Proof: For each i we have an exact sequence 
Torf(M’, k) -+ Torf(M, k) + Torf(M/M’, k) + Tori- l(M’, k), 
so we see that Tory(M/M’, k), = 0 for r > i. Of course, for any module N 
with N, = 0 for r < 0 we have Torf(N, k), = 0 for r < i, so we see that M/M’ 
has linear resolution and the sequence 
0 + Torf(M’, k)i --) Torf(M, k)i -+ Tors(M/M’, k)i -+ 0 
is exact, whence the conclusion. 
The following proposition and its corollary exhibit the link between our 
theory and the theory of extremal Buchsbaum rings that was one of our 
starting points (see also Steurich [23]). 
PROPOSITION 1.14. Suppose that R = S/I has p-linear resolution. Then 
the canonical map 
[Extk(S/A,R)Ip-,i+ 1) + [fURlIp-,i+ 1) 
is surjective for every i E Z. 
Proof. Let 
()jRjJOj . . . jJ’&J’+’ j . . . (8 
be a graded minimal injective resolution of the S-module R. Apply the 
functor I%$(.) to it and get a complex 
0 -9 HO~.P) -+ * * * +fpgp)+p&!‘+‘)+ . . . 
of graded artinian injective S-modules. The local cohomology modules 
H,‘AR) appear as cohomology modules of this complex. We put I’ = Ho&‘) 
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and E = E,(S/M), the injective hull of the graded S-module S/J. Then the 
structure theorem of injective modules allows us to express 
I’ = $ E(-aij) 
j=l 
with integers ni and aij (ni > 0). 
Claim. aij <p - (i + 1) for every i > 0 and 1 <j < ni. 
In fact assume that this fails to hold and choose i as small as possible 
among such counterexamples. We may assume ai, > p - (i + 1). Let e # 0 
be an element of [E(-ai,)]Oi, (cZ’). Then e E (0: A) (notice that E = S’, 
the graded k-dual where k = S,) and soy’(e) = 0 since the resolution (#) is 
minimal. Therefore e determines an element of H>R) with degree a,, , which 
must be 0 because [HgR)], = (0) for q > p - (i + 1). Hence e =f’-‘(e’) 
for some e’ (#O) E (Zi-‘)ai, = @JY; E,i,_,i_,j. Let 1 <j< ni-1 and assume 
that a,, < ai-i,j. Then 
by our choice of i and so we have that a,, = ai-,,j. Because 
e’E 0 Eoi,-aim,,,2 
1 <j<lz-, 
such that ai, < ai-,,j 
this argument tells us that e’ E (0: ,‘-,A?). Therefore e =f’-‘(e’) = 0 again 
by the minimality of (#)-this is the required contradiction. 
By this claim we get that [Zi]P-(i+l) is contained in the socle (0: ,,A) of 
I’. Thus the canonical map 
IExt$(S/~~R)lp-(i+,, + IfUR)Ip-,i+ 1) 
is surjective for every i E L. 
COROLLARY 1.15. Suppose that I, = (0) for q <p - 1 and that thefield 
S, is infinite. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) R = S/Z is a Buchsbaum ring and .Mi = (f, , f2,..., &)Ji-’ for 
some f, ,f,,...,fd -5 S,. 
(2) H%R) = [HtJR)],-ci+l, for i # d (=dim R) and [HgR)], = (0) 
forq>p-(d+ 1). 
(3) R is a Buchsbaum ring and has p-linear resolution. In this case 
Ai = df, ,f, ,..., fd)M;-l for every linear system f, ,f2 ,..., fd of parameters 
for R. 
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ProoJ: (1) + (2). If d = 0 we have nothing to prove (recall that 
R, =_(O) for q >p by our assumption). Assume d > 0. We put U = ISPAR) 
and R = R/f, R. Then as R is Buchsbaum one has exact sequences 
04$(R)+&@+ [Hs:‘(R)](-l)+O (O<i<d-2), (#) 
O+H$l(R)+zz$l(R)+ [ff~R)](-l)A~~~)-+0 W#) 
of graded S-modules, and the latter part of condition (2) follows by 
induction on d from the exact sequence (##). The former part also follows 
by induction on d from the exact sequence (#), if d > 2. Hence we may 
assume that d = 1 and it suffices to show that U = UP-r in this case. Notice 
that U,=(O) for q>p as UnfiR=(0). Let zEU, with q<p-1 and 
express z = Z mod Z with Z E S,. Then as AU = (0) we get f, Z E I, which 
yields that f, Z = 0 because I, = (0) for k < p. Thus z = 0 and so U, = (0) 
for k < p - 1. Therefore we find that U = U,, _, as required. 
(2) * (3). The latter part of condition (3) follows from Theorem 1.2. 
The fact that R is Buchsbaum follows from the above proposition and the 
surjectivity criterion. 
(3) + (1). This follows from the proof of Corollary 1.5. 
The last assertion also follows from the proof of Corollary 1.5. 
The construction in Section 5 gives many examples of rings satisfying the 
conditions in the above corollary. 
Finally, we note that Herzog, Simis, and Vascoucelos [ 161 prove that the 
associated graded ring of a local ring R has p-linear resolution (for some 
p > 2) if and only if there is a system of generators x, ,..., x, of the maximal 
ideal such that ZZJxr,..., x,; R) is a vectorspace for all q > 0 and 1 < r < II. 
APPENDIX TO SECTION 1. EXPLICIT CONSTRUCTION OF LINEAR COMPLEXES 
We present a relatively explicit construction of the minimal free resolution 
of a module M with linear free resolution over a polynomial ring 
S = k[X, ,..., X,]. The construction generalizes exactly that introduced in 
Buchsbaum and Eisenbud [5] for the case where M is the ideal (X, ,..., X,)‘. 
It was also obtained independently by Herzog, Simis, and Vascoucelos [ 161 
as a biproduct of their work on approximation complexes. In general, it 
yields “the linear part” of a minimal free resolution of any module. 
Let F be the vectorspace of linear forms of S, so that we may write 
S = Sym(F) = xi>,, S,(F), where S,(F) denotes the ith symmetric power of 
F. 
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The multiplication map F Ok M, --f M, , together with the diagonalization 
Aq F+ Aq-’ F ok F gives rise to a natural map of vectorspaces: 
#k: AF@M,+ x1 F@M,. 
We write F for the free S-module S ok F. 
DEFINITION. 
Lo+ l(M) = (S 0 ker 4,)(-q) 
Note that Lq+‘(M) is a free module whose generators all have degree k. 
We now make the Lq(M) into a linear complex, as follows. Let d: Aq F+ 
AqP1 F be the differential of the Koszul complex of the elements x1 ,..., x,, 
coming from the natural map 
F(-l)=S(-l)@,F=S(-1)&S, m”‘tip’Y,S. 
The diagram 
commutes, and thus induces a differential 
d,: Lq(M)-rL4-l(M). 
THEOREM 1.5. Let 
F:O+F,+... -+F,+M+O 
be the minimal free resolution of any graded module M with M, = 0 for r < 0 
over S = k[X, ,..., X,]. Any comparison map of the complex 
C(M):O+L”(M)% . ..~LyM)+M-tO 
to F, covering the identity map M + M, induces an isomorphism of Lk(M) 
with the largest free summand of F, generated by elements of degree -k. In 
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particular, 11(M) is a free resolution of M whenever M has a linear 
resolution over S. 
ProoJ IL(M) is in a natural way a subcomplex of the “universal 
resolution” 
(Ma&): . . . +M&+M@, “i;: F-i... -tM@,S+M+O 
described by Scheja and Starch [S-S] (see also [E-R-S [7]] ; Avramov has 
remarked that this is just the “bar construction”), and by construction the 
induced map 
maps 
isomorphically to 
L’(M) 0s k = H,@-(M) OS k) 
[ ( Hq MO,/\F”O,k )I = Torf(M, k), . Q 
Thus any comparison map L(M) -+ F induces isomorphisms 
L’(M) OS k r Torz(M, k) z (F, OS k), 
as required. 
2. A BOUND ON THE DEGREE OF A HOMOGENEOUS RING 
THEOREM 2.1. Let R be a homogeneous ring of dimension d with 
homogeneous maximal ideal A over a field k. If {xl,..., xd-,} is a set of 
d - 1 suflciently general linear forms, then the degree 6 = 6(R) satisfies 
6>1+codimR- c h%KXR)),-, 
p+q=d-1 
The second inequality is trivial since Hp(x; HyxR),-, is a subquotient of 
the sum of (d;‘) co p ies of HqAR),-,. We note further that none of the three 
quantities in question change if R is replaced by R/H>(R). 
We will deduce this result, via the Noether Normalization Theorem, from 
the following general result on graded modules: 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let M be a finitely generated graded k[xl,...,x,]- 
module. If M, = 0 for i < 0, then 
IMot < 2 hP(x;H,‘%M))-, < f ( “4 ) h’@-,. .Dtq=n q=o 
Proof of Proposition 2.2. From the spectral sequence 
HP(x; Hp4)) 3 HP++; M) 
we see that MO = (M/xM)O = H”(x; M)-, is filtered by subquotients of the 
Hp(x; H4,(M))-. for p + q = n, and this gives the first inequality. The 
second inequality is, as above, trivial. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Choose general inear forms y1 ,..., y, E R, so that 
R is finitely generated as a T= k[ yi,..., yd] - module. 
In this situation 6 is the rank of R as a T-module. The element 1 E R 
generates a free T-module of rank 1 (which is even a direct summand). Let 
2”:: T(-ei)cR/T. 1 b e a free T-submodule of rank 6 - 1 generated by 
forms of degree ei > 1, and consider the module 
T. 1 @ 2 T(-e,) (1). 
i=l 
We see at once that Mi = 0 for i < 0, and ]M, ] = codim R. Since 6 is the 
rank of R, M is a torsion T-module, so for sufficiently general inear forms 
x1 ,,.., xd-i in T, M will be a finitely generated S = k[x, ,..., x,-,I-module. 
Applying Proposition 2.2 we obtain 
codim R =/MO/ < c hP(x; H>(M))I-d. 
p+q=d-1 
We must now compare H>(M) with HP,(R). From the exact sequence 
O+ T@x T(-ei)-+R+M(-l)+O 
we obtain isomorphisms 
VAR) = fWW- 1) for q<d-2, 
hP(x; H>(M)),-, = hp(x; H$(R)Ld for q<d-2. 
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Further, we obtain a left-exact sequence 
o-Hd,-‘(R)-rHd;l(M)(-l)~Hdr( r@c 7(-Q), 
so that 
hO(x; H$‘(M))d-l < hO(x; Hd,-‘(R))2-d + hO(x; H$(T)>*-d 
+x hO(X;H,d,(T(-ei>>>z-d. 
But H>(T) = Hom,(T, k)(d), so 
H”(x; Hd,(T(-e))), = Hom,(T/xT, k)(d- e), 
= Homk((T/xT)e-d-r, k). 
Since T/XT is a polynomial ring in 1 variable, we see that 
h”(x; H%S)(-e)), = 
e>d+r 
e<d+r. 
Combining this with the previous inequality and the fact that ei > 2 for 
i = l,..., 6 - 1 we get 
h”(x;Hd,-‘(M))*-d~ho(x;Hd;l(R))*-d+B- 1, 
whence 
codim R < )’ 
p+lgd- I 
hP@; H>(R)),-, + 6 - 1, 
the desired relation. 
Remark. If R is Cohen-Macaulay, then Theorem 2.1 (in either form) 
becomes the well-known bound 
6> 1 +codimR. 
(ProoJ If Xl,..., Xd is a linear regular sequence, then S = (R/Y& I> 
1 + codim R.) In fact it is not hard, using the same ideas as in the proof of 
the theorem, to show that if R is Cohen-Macaulay, then 
6 = 1 + codim R + h”(x, H.%(R)),-,, 
and something similar for the Rees ring of a local Cohen-Macaulay ring has 
been noted by Sally. 
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If now R is a (not necessarily Cohen-Macaulay) reduced ring which is 
connected in codimension 1, and k is an algebraically closed field, then again 
6 > 1 + codim R. 
The irreducible case is standard, and the general case was noted by Xambo 
[25]. (Proof in the irreducible case: R is the homogeneous coordinate ring of 
a projective variety: project this from a general point on it and do induction. 
Alternately, Lemma 4.4 implies that if V is a connected, reduced subscheme 
of Ip” of dimension > 1, not contained in any hyperplane, then a hyperplane 
section of V which does not contain any component of V is itself not 
contained in a linear space of dimension n - 2. Knowing this, the 
codimension of the general hyperplane section of V is equal to the 
codimension of I’, and the result follows by induction using Bertini’s 
theorem.) 
It would be interesting to know whether this follows from Theorem 2.1. In 
particular, we may formulate: 
Problem. If R is a homogeneous domain of dimension d over an 
algebraically closed field, is hP(x, ,..., xd- I ; H>(R)),-, = 0 for p + q = d - 1 
and x, ,..., xd-, sufficiently general inear forms? 
The answer is (almost trivially) yes for d < 3. For d = 4 we have verified 
the cases p > 0, leaving only the equations: does H%R)-, contain elements 
annihilated by three general inear forms? 
3. RINGS WITH MINIMAL DEGREE AND TOP-HEAVY MODULES 
We say that a homogeneous ring R of dimension d has minimal degree (or 
minimal multiplicity) if the inequalities in Theorem 2.1 are both equalities; 
that is, if 
6(R)= 1 +codimR- k%R),-,. 
Note that R has minimal multiplicity if and only if R/H,‘AR) does. 
Similarly, we will say that a graded k[x, ,..., x,]-module M with Mi = 0 for 
i < 0 is fop heauy if the equalities hold in Proposition 2.2; that is, if 
IMol =c (“4 ) Kwf-q. 
Again, M is top heavy if and only if M/Hf&4) is. 
We remark that minimal multiplicity and top heavyness are connected by 
more than the formal similarity in the defining formula. For example, if M 
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is a k[x, ,..., x,&module, and M, = 0 for r < 0 we may make M into 
a k[x, ,..., x,+ 1 ]-module by letting x,+ , M= 0, and then M is top heavy 
as a k[x ,,a-*, x,]-module if and only if the trivial extension 
k[x 1 ,***, x, + 1 ] cc M(- 1) is a ring of minimal multiplicity. Of course we 
could also have let x,+ 1 act in some other way. This explains why there are 
“more” rings of minimal multiplicity than top-heavy modules; 
THEOREM 3.1. (a) If R is a homogeneous ring of dimension d, then R 
has minimal multiplicity if and only tf R/H,>(R) has linear resolution and 
H>(R) is concentrated in degree 1 - q for 0 < q < d - 1. 
(b) Let A4 be a module over S = k[x, ,..., x”] with M, = 0 for r < 0. If 
we set hq = h>(M) _ q, then M is top heavy tf and only tf 
M/H>(M) = @ (Syz, k(q))h”. 
Q>O 
Remark. One can also show that A4 is top heavy if and only if 
M/H>(M) has linear resolution and HqAM) is concentrated in degree -q 
for 1 < q < n. 
The proof of part (b) will involve a somewhat more general splitting 
criterion: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A4 be a module over a local ring (S,%) or a graded 
module over a homogeneous ring (S,.M) and let k = S/A. Let p < 00 be the 
projective dimension of M. If the canonical maps 
Extq(M, S) -, ExP(M, k) 
are inclusions for 0 < q < p, then M is the direct sum of a free module and 
the module 
2 Tr Syz,- , Exti(M, S). 
o<Q 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (a) W e may harmlessly suppose HO,(R) = 0 
and that the ground-field is infinite, so we may choose a non-zerodivisor 
xER,. From the exact sequence 0 + R(- 1) --sX R + R/xR --t 0 we deduce 
sequences 
... 7 (HpAR)),-t (H;,(R/xR)),-+ Hs’(R),-, 3 a... 
Thus hQAR/xR), < hQn(R), + h,y l(R),- 1. In particular we see that 
y (“,“) (hgR/xR),-,>< y (“, ‘) (h>(R)),-, 
0 0 
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with equality if and only if the appropriate maps vanish, while 
6(R) = d(R/xR) in any case, so R has minimal multiplicity if and only if 
R/xR does and the maps 
are 0 for q<d-2 and r= 1 -q and for q<d- 1 and t-=2-q. 
If R satisfies the cohomological conditions of the theorem, then it is easy 
to check that R/xR satisfies the corresponding conditions, and that the above 
maps vanish; by induction, R/xR has minimal multiplicity, so R does too. 
Now suppose that R has minimal multiplicity, so that R/xR does too, and 
the above maps vanish. By induction we may suppose that the 
cohomological conditions are satisfied by R/xR, and we must check them for 
R. If R is Cohen-Macaulay, then a standard argument shows that R has 2- 
linear resolution, and we are done. Thus we may assume that R is not 
Cohen-Macaulay, so in particular d > 2. 
Consider the sequences 
(H> ‘(R/-W), -+ (WAR)),-, 5 W‘2R)L + W%R/xR))r- 
By the inductive hypothesis the middle map is onto for all r > 1 - q, and if 
q > 1 it is a monomorphism for r > 2 - q; since HqAR), = 0 for large r, this 
implies H$(R), = 0 for q > 1 and r > 1 - q. Note that even if q = 1, the 
middle map is an epimorphism for r > 1 - q = 0. Since we have assumed 
d > 2, we know the middle map is 0 for r = 2 - q = 1; thus HgR), = 0 for 
all r > 1 - q. 
WemustnowshowthatHgR),=Ofor l<q<d-2andr< l-q. 
But H>:-‘(R/xR) = 0 for r ( 1 - (q - 1) = 2 -q by induction, so the 
middle map in the above sequence is a monomorphism for r < 2 - q. Since it 
is 0 for r = 1 -9, we see that the H~$(R),-, = 0 for r < 2 - q, that is, 
r - 1 < 1 - q, as required. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1(b). An easy computation shows that the module 
0, > cl (SYZ, WY is top-heavy and satisfies hq = h$(M)-,. Thus it remains 
to prove the converse. 
Let M be a top-heavy module. Since M is top heavy if and only if 
M/H.>(M) is, we may assume H>(M) = 0, and we may also suppose that 
M has no free direct summands. Imitating the argument in part (a), we see 
that M has linear resolution and H$@4) is concentrated in degree -q for 
0 < q < n. (Another approach to this is to prove first, by an induction, that 
M is generated in degree 0, and then to use part 3.1(a) on the ring 
k[X , ,..., x, , x, + , ] cc M, where x, + i acts trivially on M.) 
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By local duality, Ext‘#4, S) is a vectorspace, concentrated in degree -q, 
for each q. Since the resolution of A4 has the form 
we see that the cycles representing non-zero elements of Ext$‘U, 5’) in 
(Sbp(-q))* = P,(q) must be outside of ,&q(q); thus the canonical map 
Ext;(M, S) -, Ext;(M, k) is a monomorphism for 0 < q < n - 1. We can now 
apply Theorem 3.2 and conclude that 
A4 r c Tr Syz,- 1 Extz(M, S) 
q>o 
z c Tr(Syz,- ,(k(q)h”m”)) @ Tr Syz,- I Ext”(M, S), 
n>q>o 
where the second isomorhism comes from local duality. 
The self-duality of the Koszul complex which is the minimal free 
resolution of k over S yields Tr Syz,-, k(q) z Syz,-, k(n -4). Also, 
because I&(M) = 0, the projective dimension of M is <n - 1, so 
Ext”(M, S) = 0. Putting this together we get 
A4 2 c Syz,-, k(n - q)hnms 
n>q>o 
= c SYZ, k(dhq, 
o<q 
as required. 
Before beginning the proof of Theorem 3.2, we state an easy lemma which 
extend the familiar result that a comparison map between minimal 
resolutions of the same module which induces an isomorphism on the 
module is itself an isomorphism. The lemma works equally well in the local 
or homogeneous case, but the local case implies the homogeneous one (by 
localization!) so we state it in that case only: 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 
A: . . . +A,+A,+O, 
[B: . . . +B,+B,+O 
be free complexes over a local ring with residue Jeld k. Suppose that A and 
iB are minimal in the sense that the difSerentials of A @ k and IB 0 k are 0, 
and that 4: A + [B is a map of complexes inducing isomophisms H,A + Hq IB 
for q<m, and an epimorphism H,+,A--+H,+,[B. Then $q:A4-+Bq is an 
isomorphism for q Q m, and an epimorphism for q = m + 1. 
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Proof: The conditions on 4 imply that the mapping cylinder 
k-l(#): -.* +A,@B*A40@B1~Bo+0 
satisfies 
fww> = 0 for k<m+ 1. 
Since M(4) is a free complex, it follows that the sequence 
IM(~)‘:Am+lOB,+*~AmOB,+I-,..., 
having no homology, is split exact. Thus M(4)’ @ k is exact; since the map 
d, + i @ k has the form 
it follows that #4 @ k is an isomorphism for q < m, and an epimorphism for 
q = m + 1 whence the result. 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let IF be a minimal free resolution of M, and let G4 
be a minimal free resolution of Ext$M, S), numbered as follows: 
Gq: ... + G;_, + Gz + Ext;(M, S) + 0. 
We will construct a map of complexes v: IF* -+ C,, r G4 which induces 
isomorphisms from the homology of IF * at F,? to the homology of C, >, G4 
at C,,, GF Of course C,, r G9 has no homology at C Gz, so by 
Lemma 3.3, w, is an isomorphism for r > 0 and an epimorphism for r = 0. If 
we write K = ker I,v,,, then K is a free summand of F,, and, dualizing we get 
M=K*OC,>, Tr Syz,- i Extq(M, S), as required. 
We will take v to be the sum of maps of complexes 
G:-, - 
7 T 
Gl - 0 . . . 
*q T T 
IF* Fry- 1 - F,* -----+ F,*+, . . . 
inducing isomorphisms 
Ext;(M, S) = Hq(F*) + Hq(Gq) = Extg,(M, S). 
Set 
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so that Extq(M, S) = K,/B,. To define the map t,uq it is sufficient (and 
necessary) to split the inclusion map K,/B, c F$ /Bq; we may then take wq 
to be a map of complexes covering the map F,* + F$/B, + K,/B, = 
Ex$(M, S) (and, if vq exists, then the composite map 
F$ + Gz -+ Ext‘#4, S) z K,/B, induces such a splitting). 
Forq=pwehaveK=F,*, so there is no problem. For 0 < q < p, we have 
assumed that Extz(A4, S) 4 Ext’&V, k) = Fz @ k, and since F: 0 k is a 
vectorspace, the inclusion splits; any splitting u defines a splitting 
F$/B,-,F,*Ok + Ext;(M, S) = K,&, 
since B, c XF,* . 
4. INTEGRAL DOMAINS WITH ~-LINEAR RESOLUTIONS OR 
MINIMAL MULTIPLICITY 
We have seen that, for any homogeneous ring R of dimension d we have 
the following implications: 
(1) R is Cohen-Macaulay and e(R) < 1 + codim R (in this case 
e(R) = 1 + codim R). 
3 (2) R has a 2-linear resolution. 
3 (3) (If R, is infinite:) There exist d elements x, ,..., xd E R 1 such 
that R, c (x, ,..., xd) R , . 
z- (4) e(R) < 1 + codim R. 
These implications are in general strict. However: 
THEOREM 4.1. If R is a homogeneous domain of dimension d such that 
there exist elements x 1 ,..., xd E R, with R, c (x, ,..., XJ R,, then the integral 
closure R of R is obtained by adjoining elements of degree 0 to R, and R 
satisfies all the conditions l-4 above. 
EXAMPLE. Let kc K be a non-trivial finite extension of fields, and 
let R = k + (X, ,..., X,) K[X, ,..., X,]. We have R= K[X, ,..., X,]. Also, 
H%R) = 0 for i # i, d, while 
H>(R) = K/k, concentrated in degree 1 
and 
H,dAR) = HgK[X, ,..., X,]) 
= Horn graded mxtorspaces(~~ KC-41, 
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so R has 2-linear free resolution, but R is not Cohen-Macaulay. It is easy to 
calculate that 
6(R) = [K : k] 
and 
codim(R)=([K:k]-1)d. 
Thus R satisfies conditions 2-4, but not 1. 
Recall that a homogeneous domain R is geometrically integral if, writing 
K for the algebraic closure of R,, K OR0 R is a domain, or, equivalently, if 
R, is algebraically closed in the (homogeneous) field of quotients of R. Of 
course Theorem 4.1 implies that a geometrically integral homogeneous 
domain satisfying condition 3, above, satisfies all the conditions. 
However, more is true. To make the statements convenient, we now 
restrict ourselves to the case when R, is algebraically closed. In this case it is 
well known in algebraic geometry that if R is a homogeneous domain, then 
6(R) > 1 + codim R, and a complete classification of the homogeneous 
domains with S(R) = 1 + codim R was made classically by Castelnuovo for 
dim R < 3 and extended to all dimensions by Bertini. This classification was 
recently extended by Xambo to the case when R is reduced and connected in 
codimension 1, and this seems to be the natural limit. 
From the classification, which we will state in a moment, the following 
result may be deduced in a case-by-case manner. We will give a relatively 
direct, algebraic proof, using only Bertini’s theorem on the integrality of 
general hyperplane sections (proved in characteristic p by Matsusaka [ 191): 
THEOREM 4.2. Let R be a homogeneous ring, reduced and connected in 
codimension 1, and suppose that R, is algebraically closed. If 6(R) < 1 + 
codim R, then R is Cohen-Macaulay, so that R satisfies all conditions 1-4 
above. 
With Theorem 4.1, we see that, under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2, if P 
is a minimal prime of R, then R/P is normal, and we will prove this directly 
along the way. Of course this also follows from the classification theorem, 
which, for completeness, we now state. 
First, we describe a class of normal irreducible varieties called rational 
normal scrolls, whose homogeneous coordinate rings satisfy conditions l-4: 
Let 6, ,..., 6, be integers >O. The rational normal scroll S(6, ,..., S,) is a 
variety of degree 6 = ,JJ Jj, dimension d, and codimension 6 - 1 in P”+d- ‘. 
It may be defined in the modern manner as the image of the projectivized 
vector bundle over Ip’ 
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under the map defined by the complete linear series H”(ep(l))? 
H0(&,(6,) 0 *** @ Fp,(8J); picturesquely, by taking independent subspaces 
PI,..., pSd c /P+d-1, 
choosing parametrized rational normal curves 
pi : Ip’ + P’, degree p,(lP’) = d,, 
and taking the scroll to be the union of the spans of sets of corresponding 
points on the curves p,(lP’), thus: 
or algebraically as the variety whose homogeneous ideal is given in Ip”’ d- ‘, 
with respect o variables 
x ,O,“‘, x1$, x~O,*-, x262’“” xd,,,“‘, xdsd 
by the (;) 2 x 2 minors of the 2 x 6 matrix 
i 
x10 Xl, Xl, ... X Iti- I x20 “* j ... 
x,, x,, x13 *** xq I x,, *** I 
I xdO ***Xd8d-l . 
1 xd, * * * XdSd 1 
From any of these definitions one sees for example that the rational normal 
curve of degree 6 is S(6) and the Segre embedding of Ip ’ x Ip”- ’ is 
Any scroll is tibered by linear subspaces of codimension 1. 
THEOREM 4.3 (DelPezzo-Bertini-Xambo). If the homogeneous coor- 
dinate ring R of a d-dimensional variety XC P” satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 4.2 then either: 
(1) X is a quadric hypersurface; R = k[X,,..., X,,]/(Q) for some 
quadratic polynomial Q, 
(2) X is a cone over the Veronese surface in Ip’; R is isomorphic to a 
polynomial ring over k[X,,, X0,, Xo2,X,, , X,,, X,,] module the ideal of 
2 x 2 minors of the generic symmetric matrix: 
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or 
(3) Ip” contains linear subspaces L, ,..., L, and there are d-dimensional 
scrolls Xi c L, such that X= uXi andfor each j= l,..., r we have 
Xjn(X,u*.. uxi+l)=Ljn(L,u.Ue uLjpl), 
which is a linear subspace of dimension d - 1. 
We will not prove Theorem 4.3 here; we refer to the paper of Xambo [25] 
for a recent treatment. 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 4.2. The key element is the 
following: 
LEMMA 4.4. Let R be a homogeneous ring of dimension 22 with R, 
algebraically closed in the total quotient field of R. If R is reduced and 
Proj R is connected, then 
HgR), = 0 for all r < 0. 
Remark. The restriction dim R > 2 is necessary but not serious; the only 
l-dimensional ring satisfying the rest of the hypothesis is R = R,[X]. 
Proof: We first note that if R is a homogeneous ring of depth >I and 
dimension >2 and if, for some r < 0 we have H!AR), = 0, then HfAR), = 0 
for all s < r; indeed, if x E R, is a non-zerodivisor, then the sequence 
O+R(-l)+XR+R/xR + 0 gives rise to the sequences 
HOAR/XR ), -+ H%R), - , + Hj*(R)*. 
Since dim R/xR > 1, we have H%R/xR), = 0 for all s < 0, whence the 
desired result follows by descarding induction, starting with s = r. 
It remains to show that, under the given hypotheses, H’JR), = 0. Let Q 
be the graded total quotient ring of R, and set R= (x E R 1 M’x E R for 
n F 0), the “A-transform” of R. It is easy to see that H!AR) = H”AQ/R) = 
R/R, so we must show that R. = R,. 
Since H>(R) is artinian, we see that d,, := CrhO R”, is a finitely 
generated R,-algebra with Proj Rzo = Proj R. If & # R,, then since R, is 
algebraically closed and R. is a finitely generated R,-algebra, there would be 
a non-trivial idempotent in R”,. Since Proj R”,, is connected, such an idem- 
potent could be chosen to be annihilated by a power of A’, so that 
H%Q) # 0, contradicting the hypothesis that ,R is reduced and positive 
dimensional. Thus R, = R, and H%R), = 0 as claimed. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. We will show by induction on dim R that R is 
Cohen-Macaulay. Since any reduced purely l-dimensional ring is Cohen- 
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Macaulay, we may suppose dim R > 2. By Bertini’s theorem we may choose 
x E R 1 to be a non-zerodivisor such that 
R= R/((x) + H:AR/xR)) 
is reduced with components corresponding to those of R. Of course, R is still 
connected in codimension 1, so we may suppose by induction that R is 
Cohen-Macaulay, and it suffices to show that HyAR/xR) = 0. Of course 
H’AR/xR), = 0 for r < 0 because dim R/xR 2 1 and R, is a field. From the 
exact sequence 
O+R(-l)“R+R/xR+O 
we deduce sequences: 
0 + H’,JR/xR), + H’/(R),-, -+ H’JR), + H’AR/xR),. (*I 
By induction, R admits a 2-linear resolution, and H,‘.+(R) = H,‘AR/xR), so 
H>(R/xR), = 0 for r > 1 by Theorem 1.1. From the sequence above it thus 
follows that if, for r > 1, we have H’A(R)r- I = 0, then 
H’/(R/xR), = 0 = H’/(R),. 
By the lemma, H’,,(R), = 0, and it follows that H’,(R/xR)), = H’AR) = 0 
for all r > 1, as required. 
To prove Theorem 4.1, we need an easy corollary of Theorem 4.2. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let R be a homogeneous domain with R, algebraically 
closed. If 6(R) < 1 + codim R, then R is normal. 
ProoJ From Theorem 4.2, R is Cohen-Macaulay, and it suffices to 
prove that the singularities of R are in codimension >2. Cutting with general 
hyperplanes, we may reduce to the case dim R = 2, so that the integral 
closure R is again Cohen-Macaulay. We wish to prove R = R. Note that 
R. = R,, but R may a priori not be generated by forms of degree 1. Set 
.A? = R + , the maximal homogeneous ideal. We have 
6(R,) = 6(R,,,) = 6(R) Q 1 + codim R 
= 1 +codimR, 
< 1 + codim R,,, 
so, since R, is Cohen-Macaulay, 6(R) = 1 + codim R.& and codim 
R, = codim R. It follows that R, is generated by RI, and we are done. 
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Proof of Theorem 4. I. Let K be the algebraic closure of R, in the field of 
fractions of R, so that K =EO, and set R ’ = KR. Of course R ’ is a 
homogeneous domain satisfying R; c (x, ,..,, xd) R i, so 
6(R ‘) < 1 + codim R ‘, 
where the codimension of R’ is as a K-algebra. But R’ is a geometrically 
integral K-algebra, so if K is the algebraic closure of K, we see from 
Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.5 that K@, R’ is Cohen-Macaulay and 
integrally closed. It follows that R’ is Cohen-Macaulay and is the integral 
closure of R, as required. 
5. INTEGRAL DOMAINS WITHP-LINEAR RESOLUTIONS 
In this section we present two approaches to the construction of 
homogeneous integral domains with p-linear resolutions. As usual we take 
s = k[x, )...) x,], and we assume that k is infinite. 
(a) Cumes in Ip3 
Let n = 4, and let R = S/I be non-degenerate and purely 2- 
dimensional-that is, R is the homogeneous coordinate ring of a non- 
degenerate purely l-dimensional subscheme C of Ip 3. Set 
s = dim, socle H:(R). 
The Hilbert polynomial HR(v) may be written in the form 
HR(V) = sv + (1 - p,) for v 9 0, 
where 6 = 6(R) is the degree, and p, the “arithmetic genus” of C. 
From Theorem 1.2 and Proposition 1.9, using the fact that R has positive 
depth, we immediately derive: 
COROLLARY 5.1. (1) R has p-linear resolution if and only if 
(a) Z contains no forms of degree <p, 
(b) H,%R),-, = H’(lP3, Z(p- 1)) = 0 and H:AR),-, = 
H’(C, @c(p - 2)) = 0. 
(2) Zf R has a p-linear resolution, then the resolution has the form 
O+Ss(-p-2)-tS2s+p(-p- l)+,!$s+p+‘(-p)+S+R+O. 
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Further, C has degree 
(+j= p+l -s c i 2 
and arithmetic genus 
p a = (2p+3)(P- l)~P-2)-s(p~ 1> 6 
3 
and satisfies the maximal rank condition that the natural maps 
have maximal rank for all v. 
Conversely, any non-degenerate purely l-dimensional C c P3 with 6 and 
pa given by the formulae above, satisfying the maximal rank condition, has p- 
linear resolution. 
Some examples: 
Description 
The twisted cubic; or a line meeting a conic in one point; 
or 3 lines forming a connected non planar curve. 
2 skew lines (HI,&) = k). 
Any linearly normal curve of genus 3 and degree 6. 
Any smooth eliptic quintic, or rational quintic with one 
double-point (HI@) = k(- 1)). 
The embedding of a general curve of genus 5 by a general 
line bundle of degree 8 (H’AR) = k*(-2)). 
It is conjectured that a general curve of genus g embedding by a general 
linear series of any dimension 23 and any degree 6 > (3/4) g + 3 satisfies 
the maximal rank condition. If this is so, then we get, in this way, examples 
of p-linear curves with every p, > 0 and 6 > (3/4)p, + 3 satisfying the 
conditions of the corollary. For comparison with the examples treated below, 
we note that for many values of p and s, with p > 4, a general embedding of 
a general curve of genus and degree as in the corollary will have an H’&) 
which is not a vectorspace; indeed, even if C$(l) is special, it follows from 
the theorem of Gieseker [9] that @c(2) will not be special, and will therefore 
have dimension 
26-P, + 1, 
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which is in many cases >h”(p&2)) = 10, so that H’,+(R), # 0. Since by 
Theorem 1.4 the socle of H’AR) is concentrated in degree p - 2 > 2, this 
shows that H:(R) is not annihilated by .M in this case. 
(b) Codimension 2 Primes from Vector-bundles 
We are grateful to R. Hartshorne and A. P. Rao for discussions which 
helped clarify the material of this section. 
Consider a graded S-module E of rank r with the following properties: 
(1) E is generated by E,, 
(2) E is reflexive, 
(3) E corresponds to a vector-bundle on Ip”-‘; that is, for every non- 
maximal (homogeneous) prime Q c S, E, is free of rank r. 
It is well-known that E has many quotients which are prime ideals: 
LEMMA 5.2. If e, ,..., e,- , E S are suj,i?ciently general elements of degree 
1, then there is a reduced homogeneous ideal Z c S of height 2, representing 
a smooth subscheme of ip”-‘, and an integer p such that 
E 
If the characteristic of k is 0, then as many as desird of the r - 1 elements e, 
may be chosen to be of degree 0 instead of degree 1. Further, if R = S/I, then 
H>(R) = H,: ‘(E)(-p) f or i < n - 2. If H,*AE)-, = 0, then I is prime. If 
depth E > 3, then for s@?ciently general e, as above, R = S/I will be a 
normal domain with depth R = (depth E) - 1. 
ProoJ: If the e, are part of a minimal generating set for E locally at every 
homogeneous prime of height <l, then E/C:-’ Sei is isomorphic after a 
shift in grading to the ideal defining the locus where e, ,..., e,.-, fail to be 
locally part of a basis of E. The first part of the result now follows, from the 
“Bertini Theorem” of Kleiman [ 18, Sect. 61. The case in which all the ei 
have degree 1 is treated algebraically by Evans and Griffith [8]. The iden- 
tification of H,iAR) follows from the exact sequence 
O+S’l@SQ(-l)+E-,S(p)+R(p)+O. 
If H,‘AR), = H,fAE)p, = 0, then the projective variety associated to I is 
connected, and since it is smooth, it must then be irreducible- that is, 1 is a 
prime. If depth E > 3, it similarly follows that depth S/I 2 2, so S/I is 
normal. [We are grateful to A. P. Rao for having explained the characteristic 
0 case to us. He also pointed out that in characteristic p, if E is the 
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Frobenius pull-back of the Null-correlation bundle, and if e, E E,, then the 
ring R = S/I defined in the Lemma is not reduced.] 
If E has a linear resolution, then so will I(p): 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Suppose that E is a homogeneous S-module satisfying 
1-3, as above, and having a linear free resolution of length u and Betti 
numbers pj = pj(E). If 
e, ,..., e,., E E,, 
e{ ,..., eL2 E E,, 
with r, + r2 = r - 1, and such that 
E/it Se,) + [$ Se:) =I(P) 
for some ideal I c S of height 2, then R = S/I has p-linear resolution with 
(1) p= r, + 2r, + 1 + J$=l (-ly’jP,; 
(2) H’AR) = H!$ ‘(E)(-p) for i = O,..., n - 3; 
(3) The Betti numbers of R are 
P,(R) = 1, 
P,(R)=P, -rl, 
PAR) = P2 + r2, 
Pj(R> =Pjy j> 2. 
Prooj The minimal free resolution of I(p) is obtained from that of E by 
adding a free module Y*(-1) to SD?, corresponding to the new relations 
e; = 0, and factoring out a free module S’l from S”I, corresponding to the 
loss of generators ei. This gives the formulas in (3). Part (1) then follows at 
once from Proposition 1.10. Part (2) is immediate from the exact sequence 
0 --f S” @ S’(-1) + E -+ S(p) --f R(p) + 0. 
EXAMPLES. Let T = coker(S +@ S”(l)), where 4 is the map with matrix 
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Set Ti = l\n-i T(i - n) for i = I,..., n. As usual, a free presentation for 
/J\n-i T may be derived from that for T, it is 
n-i n-i-1 n-i 
A T=coker A (S”(l))@S% A (S”(l)), 
so that we see that the An-i T are the syzygies of k(n) in the twisted Koszul 
complex 
IK (x ,,...,x”)(n):o-rs~S~(1)~~S”(2)~~~~ -+S(n)+k(n)+O. 
In particular, we get depth Ti = i, and #ATi) = k(i) (for i # n) while 
H>(T,) = 0 for j # i, n. 
For i > 2 the module Ti satisfies conditions l-3 above, so if &,..., h,-, 
are positive integers we may apply the lemma and proposition to a module 
of the form 
which has rank r = xi h,(I:j) and Betti numbers /Ij = zj hi( n-ill+, ). The 
resulting ring R is reduced of dimension n - 2 and has p-linear resolution, 
for p as in the proposition. If we take h, = 0, it is normal. Further, Hf,AR) = 
(k(i + 1 -p))hi+l for i = l,..., n - 2, so R is Buchsbaum and is a domain if 
p # 2. (The case p = 2 is illustrated by the two skew lines in P3.) For 
simplicity, consider the case n = 4, so that E has resolution 
() + +(-2) + Sh3+4’32(-1) + ,yh4+4”3+6hz se, E -, 0, 
and r = h, + 3h, + 3h,. If we assume char k = 0, then by adjusting rl and rz 
with I, + r2 = r - 1 we may achieve any value of p with 
h, + 2h, <p < h, + 4h, + 5h, - 1. 
The resulting ring R = S/I has 
l&(R) = k(2 -P)~‘. 
Thus, in the language of part (a), we have constructed smooth irreducible 
p linear curves C with every value of s and p such that 
p > max(3, 2s) 
with the additional property that 
f&(R) = H1(P3,1c) = (k(2 -p))“. 
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Remark. The construction above yields another proof of the existence 
theorem for Buchsbaum rings due to the second author (Goto [lo]). 
APPENDIX: HOMOGENEOUS ARTINIAN RINGS WHOSE 
RESOLUTIONS ARE ALMOST~LINEAR 
In this section we will characterize those homogeneous Artinian factor- 
rings A = S/I, with S = k[x, ,..., xn], k being a field, whose minimal S-free 
resolution has the form 
7 
O+ 1 sbj(-p-n+l-j)+Sbfl-l(-p-n+2)-+... 
00 
+ 92(-p - 1) --f 91(-p) + s + A + 0; 
that is, Artinian rings whose resolutions are “p-linear except at the last 
term.” We will say that a ring A with resolution as above is “almost” p- 
linear. 
We first note that almost p-linear rings can be characterized internally in a 
simple way. Recall that the socle of A is the graded vectorspace 
Sot(A) = (0 :A A), 
where A = (xi ,..., x,,) as usual. 
The following result grew out of conversations with Ji.irgen Herzog and A. 
Iarrobino: 
THEOREM Al. Let S = k[X, ,..., X,], and let A = S/I be a homogeneous 
Artinian ring. For each i, let H(i) = dim, Si = (“-,! ti) and let ,ui = 
dim(Soc A)i. If all the generators of I have degree >p, then 
CipiH(i-P+ ~)>H(P- 1); and A is almost p-linear if and only if 
equality holds. 
Proof. Consider the module A” := Hom,(A, k). Since A “/MA ” = 
(Sot A)“, A” has a minimal free presentation of the form 
c S”(i) + c Soi -+ A”+ 0 
I I 
for suitable integers ci. Note that since the generators of I have degrees >p, 
we have pi = 0 for i < p - 1, dim(A “)- p+, < CpiH(i -p + l), as required. 
Further, we see that if equality holds, then ci = 0 for i >p - 1. 
We now use the local duality theorem, which says that 
A ” = Ext”(A, S(-n)), 
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so the minimal free resolution of A has the form 
O-,CS”(-i-n)-rCSC’(-i-n)-, . . . 
'** + CS(-p*j) + CS(-p,)+S-A-rO, 
where we have supposed that the generators of I have degrees pv >p. Since 
the resolution is minimal, the numbers pi = minjpij must be strictly 
increasing with i, so that pij >p + i - 1, and in particular ci = 0 for 
i < p - 1. This shows that if the inequality of the theorem is an equality, then 
ci = 0 for i # p - 1. Since the dual of the resolution of A is again a minimal 
free resolution, the principal used above implies that the numbers 
pi = maxjpij are also strictly increasing with i, so that given the equality of 
the theorem we get 
p+i-l=((p-l)+n)-(n-i)>pi>pij>pi>p+i-1, 
and we see that A is almost p-linear. 
Conversely, if A is almost p-linear, then the local duality used above 
shows that A” has a presentation of the form above with ci = 0 for i #p - 1; 
it follows that dim(A!,+ i) = 2 piH(i -p + 1). But since all the generators 
of Z lie in degrees >p, we have dim(A!,+ i) = dim(A,- ,) = H(p - 1), and we 
are done. 
Iarrobino [ 171 has proven the following very strong existence theorem for 
almost p-linear factor-rings of S = k[x, ,..., x,]: 
PROPOSITION A2. If (,u~}~>~-, are positive integers satisfying 
Ci,uiH(i -p + 1) = H(p - l), then there is an almost p-linear factor-ring 
A = S/I such that dim(Soc A)i = pi for all i. Furthermore, if r is an integer 
with H(p) > r > H(p) - (l/n) H(p - I), then for an open dense set of r- 
dimensional subspaces V of S,, the ring A = S/VS is almost p-linear. 
Remarks. Almost p-linear algebras are a special case of what Iarrobino 
calls compressed algebras, and the first statement of the proposition is the 
corresponding case of his existence theorem for compressed Artin algebras. 
The second statement follows from the first; if we take 
pu, = H(P) - r, 
P,-,=H(P- l)-nncr,, 
pi=0 for i#p - l,p, 
the equality holds in Theorem Al, so by the first part of the proposition, an 
r-dimensional vectorspace V c S, with the property that A = S/P’S is almost 
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p-linear exists, and we must have VS, = S,, i . On the other hand, if V c S, 
is any subspace, with VS, = Sp+l, then the socle of A = S/VS is concen- 
trated in degrees p - 1 and p, so the argument of Theorem Al shows that A 
is almost p-linear. Since the condition VS, = S,, , is an open condition of 
subspaces of S, of fixed dimension, we are done. 
Remark. If n > 3, then any almost p-linear ring A = k[X,,...,X,]/Z is 
strictly Cohen-Macaulay in the sense of Herzog [ 141; that is, if A’ is a local 
(not necessarily graded) Cohen-Macaulay ring of dimension d, and 
x, ,..., xd E A is a system of parameters 65,&i, such that A//(x, ,..., xd) z A, 
then the associated graded ring gr A is Cohen-Macaulay. Indeed, Herzog 
proves that S/Z is strictly Cohen-Macaulay whenever Z is generated by 
forms of the same degree and Hom(Z, S/Z)j = 0 for j < -2, a condition which 
is easily seen to be satisfied if Z has a linear presentation. 
We now turn to the construction of the minimal free resolutions of almost 
p-linear rings. 
Let A be a homogeneous Artinian ring and let Qi E A”, i = l,...,p, be a 
minimal set of homogeneous generators of A”. Composing with the S -+ A, 
we may regard #i as a functional on S; setting di = -deg #i, we lose no 
information in regarding di as an element of S& which we will henceforward 
do. 
It follows from the proof of Theorem Al that A is almost p-linear if and 
only if 
S” 
P--l =A p”- 1 = 0 SdiPp+i#i’ 
The map #i induces maps S, + Siieo, which we will also call $i, by the rule 
tii(f)( g) = Qi(fg) for fE S,, g E Sdiwa. Thus we may reformulate the above 
as: 
PROPOSITION A3. Let A = S/Z be a homogeneous Artinian ring such that 
Z is generated by forms of degree >p. Zf $i E A “, i = l,...,~, is a minimal set 
of homogeneous generators for A “, then A is almost p-linear if and only if the 
map 
is an isomorphism. Furthermore, we have 
(41,...,4,) Z,=kerS,--------, $ KY-,. 
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Also, if#i : Sdi + k, are any functionals such that the induced map 
s,-, - 2 s;,-,+ , , 
is an isomorphism, then, setting 
(@,,...,@,I V=kerS,p y g-,, 
the ring A = S/VS is almost p-linear, and the functionals #i induce 
functionals on A which form a minimal set of generators for A ‘. 
The second part of the proposition may be deduced from what has already 
been said or from the construction of the free resolution of S/P’S which we 
will now give. We will make use of the notation of section 1 and the special 
case of Theorem A 1 in which M is a power of the ideal .H = (x, ,..., x,) of S. 
Thus if we regard S as Sym, F, with F a vectorspace of rank n, and set 
L --t ~‘FOS,,,), 
then L:+‘(p)) = Li Ok S(-q). 
If A = S/1 is almost p-linear, then it is easy to see that, except for the last 
step, the resolution of A will be a subcomplex of the resolution li(H”) of 
S/M*. We will define maps vi : LE + L$,::<‘,, depending on the functions 
pi : Sdi+ k, and set 
K’ = ker Li(Jp)(-p) -+ 2 (L’-i+r(J’i-p+l))(l - n) for i = O,..., n - 1 
1 
so that the following diagram commutes, and so that if S, +(@19...*@y) 
c G-p+ 1 is an isomorphism, then all the vertical maps are epimorphisms, 
and the last is an isomorphism, as indicated: 
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Here the maps L’(Ap)(-p)-, S, and the map c S(-n - di)+ 
c L’(&p+P+‘)* (1 - ) n , come from the natural composite 
L’(%“)-,Aq7)+ S(u) 
(note that the twists arise because the generators of ,M” are in degree a, not 
in degree 0). If we define the map A, indicated in the diagram by a dotted 
arrow, by requiring commutativity, then an easy diagram chase shows that 
A = S/VS has minimal free resolution 
Since K’ is generated by elements of degree p + i - 1, the resolution is 
almost linear, as required. 
It remains to define maps vi with the desired properties. Since the complex 
q+2 q+1 q-1 
A FOSp-2+ A F@S,-,-hFOS,+ /j FOS,., 
is exact for every p, q, we may define the vi by taking r : A” F-+ An-’ I;* 
to be the usual duality isomorphisms defined by a generator r E A * F and 
requiring that the following diagram commutes: 
The (easy) verification that the right-hand square of this diagram commutes, 
and that the previous diagrams commute, is left to the reader. To see that the 
maps Wi @ S(-p) are epimorphisms, it is of course enough to show that the 
vi are. Extending the sequences above to the left and summing we get a 
commutative diagram with exact rows 
/j F@S,-, -+ L;+’ -0 
I I 
(O,~...,i,) 
p n-q-1 
1 /j F*OS~-p+,~i:L~i~~+,*-tO 
I 1 
By our hypothesis, the left-hand vertical arrow is an isomorphism, so 
(W 1 ,*-*3 w, ) is an epimorphism. In case q + 1 = n the horizontal maps become 
isomorphisms, so (vi ,..., v,) is an isomorphism, as required. 
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